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Houghton New Fourteen Frosh
Scholarship and Prize
Senate Head Tapped for Owls Portrait of R. J. Aley
Winners Announced by
Year's Officers Are Kappa_Sigma Leads Van
Will Be Presented at
President Hauck Friday Next
Formally Installed at
With Three Pledges
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No. 27

Awards Made to
Nearly 100 at
Assembly

Faculty Changes
Are Announced

Named Yesterday

Commencement

At a meeting of the Student Senate
The Sophomore Owl Society, highest
held at Rogers Hall at 6:45 o'clock on non-scholastic achievement
attainable by
Tuesday evening the officers for the corn- a freshman, pledged fourteen
outstanding
ing year were formally installed.
members of the freshman class yesterday
The new officers, elected in the meeting afternoon at the Bates-Maine
baseball
DR. LITTLE SPEAKS New Instructors Named, of the Senate held May 12, are Thomas game. Membership to this organization
Fellowships Awarded
Houghton, president; Wendell Brewster, is based on athletic ability and general
vice president; and John Bennett, secre- good fellowship.
ALUMNI DAY, JUNE 6
Senior Skull Scholarship
To Graduates
tary.
Those
receiving
the
coveted
honor
this
Cup Is Awarded to
At the previous meeting, president John year are: Kenneth Clark, Philip Craig,
Several changes in the faculty of the
All Maine Women to Give
Phi Mu Delta
University for the coming year have been Sealey reported that the new rushing Dana Drew, Benjamin Ha, Ralph Smith,
Big Annual Pageant
announced by President Hauck. Three period adopted by the Senate had been Herbert Leonard, William McCarthy,
annual Scholarship Recognition
"The Golden Age"
fellowships have been awarded, and four formally accepted by the faculty. The Melvin McKenzie, Earl Reed, Paul
held at the Memorial
new instructors will teach at the Uni- new period is to begin on November 23 Browne, Edward Szaniawski, Richard
on May 14, announcement
s
In addition to the time honored events
versity, beginning with the September and is to extend to December 14. This Thomas, and Louis Harris.
by President Ilauck of the opening of
of other years the University of Maine
three
week
period
is
to
replace
school.
the ten
Clark was an outstanding runner on
: the following scholarships to
Commencement program for this year
the irosh cross country team, nwmber of
Dr. Charles James Rohr, Ph.D., Johns week system in use this year.
during the 1936-37 session and
includes the unveiling of a portrait of the
Houghton,
newly
elected
president
of
the
yearling basketball team, and a pitcht- proficiency shown during Hopkins, has been appointed Acting As- the
late Robert Judson Aley, former president
Senate, has served as president of er and outfielder on the freshman basesistant Professor of History and Govof the University, and a college sing.
Sigma
Nu
fraternity
during
the
past
year,
ball
nine.
Ile
is
pledged
to
ernment. Professor Rohr comes from
Phi Eta KapThe program opens June 4 and concludes
l'ildergraduate Scholarships,
has
acted
as
manager
of
baseball, and is pa.
Trinity College, Hartford. Connecticut,
June
8.
. to students in the Junior class
Craig played guard on Bill Kenyon's
where he served as Assistant Professor a member of Scabbard and Blade.
initiation and banquet of the Phi
The
Hi the highest scholastic ranks in
The
new
vice
president,
Brewster,
has
frosh
basketball quintet and is now feaHistory and Political Science. He
Kappa Phi honorary society founded at
in the University at large and each of the will teach at the University during the been a Sophomore Owl, a valuable back- turing on the baseball team. Ile is pledged
the University in 1899, on Thursday, June
seteral colleges and the School of Edu- absence of
Professor Dow, who has been field man on the football squad, and is a to Alpha Tau Omega.
4,
open the program, but events really get
are as follows:
newly
tapped
Senior
Skull.
Drew is a four letter man, starring in
granted a leave of absence.
underway Friday morning. Alumni RegBennett, the new Senate secretary, is frosh football, basketball, baseball, and
ice Rose Stewart, Edwin Holmes
Dr. I.ouis-Andre Vigneras, a native of
president of Theta Chi fraternity, has been track. Ile is president of the freshman Sargent Russell, who was victorious in istration and the Seniors hold their last
Everett Leighton Brewer, Leslie
France, has been engaged to take the place
the New England debating championship class meeting, eginning at 9 3.111, At 1:30
active in freshman track and cross coun- class and is pledged to Phi Eta Kappa.
M-rt,n Hutchings, Martha Simmons.
of Mr. Bourcier, who is returning to
tournament sponsored by Tau Kappa p.m. the Alunmi Council hold their antry
and
was
a
member
of
the
Junior
Prom
Dyer
was
an
outstanding
tackle
in
(rush
University Scholarships, estab- France. Dr. Vigneras took his Ph.D. at
nual business meeting to discuss the poliAlpha at Kingston, Rh,ale Island
Committee.
football and a brilliant weightman in
1 , the Trustees last year, have Harvard University. He has taught at
cies and management of the General
Following the installation of officers, freshman track. He is pledged to Sigma
as follows:
Ohio State University, DePauw UniverAlunmi Association. At 1:45 are the
refreshments of ice cream and cake were Alpha Epsilon.
Francis Wilson Bradbury, Louis sity, and Duquesne University.
Class Day Exercises given by the
annual
enjoyed by both new and old members of
Eta, after a tine season as guard on the
Cik Costrell, Mildred Mae Dixon,
Dr. Spofford Harris Kimball, Ph.D., the Senate.
Seniors. The All Maine Women present
yearling
court
live,
was
elected
captain
Earle Grundy, Barbara Harlow, Harvard,
has been appointed Instructor
a pageant at 3:15 following which Presiof the basketball team. lie also is playIda Mae Hart, John Emerson Hart, Miri- in Mathematics. Dr. Kimball
has taught
dent and Mrs. Ilauck will be "at home"
ing baseball and is pledged to Sigma Nu.
am Ada Hilton, George Philip Hitchings, at
to alumni, parents and friends, from 4:30
the University of Pittsburg and the
Smith
is
one
of
the
most
promising
Ar:alid Ritchie Meade, Althea Hope Mil- University
of Rochester. He comes to
to
6.
hammer throwers of the past few years.
Debating Program for
Robert Loring Ohler, Robert George the University
of Maine from Princet,e:
Alumni Day, Saturday, June 6, will be
He
is
pledged
to
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon.
Parktr. Sherman Vannalt, Gustavus Ab- University,
Next Year Outlined
where he has been taking ada busy one. Reunion class breakfasts, busLeonard was the leading pole vaulter
McI.aughlin.
vanced study for the past year.
By Spencer Brown
iness meetings, and the General Alumni
Rowlands, Prism Editor, of the frost track squad. lie is pledged
The William Emery Parker ScholarMr. Gerald eau' Cooper will divide his
Association Annual Meeting will occupy
to
Phi
Kappa
Sigma.
in memory of William Emery Park- time between the teaching of
At Kingston, Rhode Island, on May 15,
Features Pictures
Zoology
the morning. At 12:30 the Alumni
McCarthy was prominent in winter
Ill.!, awarded to that male student of and research
Sargent Russell wont the one-man debatin the field of Ichthyology.
In Annual
Luncheon is scheduled to take place its
sports and track, lie is pledged to Kap- ing
tIT H.phoinore or junior class, who, in Mr. Cooper took his M.A.
team championship over twenty-five
from the UniAlumni Memorial. The I.uncheon this
pa
Sigma.
ii to being above the average scholother
teams
from
twelve
colleges.
This
The 1937 Prism made its appearance on
versity of Michigan. He has been Asyear will be given in honor of the present
McKenzie, the winner of the Pale Blue
:,::
shows most clearly those quali- sistant Biologist with the New
York the campus Tuesday. The volume is ap- scholarship, is an all around track man, was the second tournament of its kind and past trustees of the University with
.•: is.inliness, honesty and constructive Biological
Survey, and on the staff of the proximately the same size as that of the starring in the hurdles and the broad held at the Rhode Island State College. the Hon. Harmon G. Allen, of Springer'frt
Ii characterized the college ca- Michigan Institute for Fisheries
Ile will be awarded a cup from Tau
Re- Prism last year. An effort to reduce the jump. He is pledged to Theta Chi.
vale, who has recently retired as President
au:- of Mr. Parker, is awarded to Alan
Kappa Alpha, national forensic honor soincrease
of
the
editorial
book
and
portion
search. Iiis Ichthyology research will
of the Board, receiving special tribute for
Reed
was
an
outstanding
football
man
Dallas Duff, Jr.
be in connection with the Inland Fisher- the number of pictures is evident. Ac- on the frosh eleven. Ile is pledged to ciety. This year the colleges entered in- his ten years of service.
The Charles H. Payson Scholarships, ies problems
cluded Colby, Massachusetts Institute of
of Maine, and was made cording to Willett Rowlands, editor-in- Phi Kappa Sigma.
The early part of the afternoon will be
tsial,:ished in 1935 by Mrs. Charles H. possible through cooperation
Technology, Rhode Island State, Pemwith the chief of the Prism, this policy is in keepBrowne is a leading twirler on Bill
l'ason, of Portland, in memory of her Department of Inland Fisheries and ing with that of other college annuals
broke, New York University, and St. devoted to the reunion class frolics which
Wells' baseball team, lie is pledged to
are always an enjoyable and entertaining
iate husband, to be awarded to worthy Game.
Johns, as well as Maine.
throughout the country. The pictures for
Phi Mu Delta.
part of the program. A new feature of
students in the University whose homes
the
larger
Junior
than
section
usual.
are
There were four preliminary divisions. the
Two graduates of the University of
Szaniawski played a brilliant end on
afternoons this year will be the unveilare in Maine, are granted to Elaine Anne
Especially notable are the outstanding the
Maine have been retained at the Univerfootball squad and was elected hon- Russell defeated a girl front Pembroke ing of a portrait of former president RobI;!air and George William McLellan.
opening
and
section,
feature
sport
section,
College
who
was
a
winner last year. A ert J. Alcy, president of the University
sity. Alton Ernest Prince, a member of
orary captain at the conclusion of the
The Bertha Joy Thompson Scholar- the senior
class, has been appointed Grad- section of the book. These sections con- season. Ile is now playing baseball on cross-fire type of debating was usc•cl, the from 1910 to 1921. President Aley's
.'
av.arded from the income of a $15,- uate Fellow in Botany and Entomology. tain some excellent photography depicting
winner being picked as the best debater death
the f rush nine.
during the past year made this pres1 001 f•ind, bequeathed to the University by Mr.
Joel White Marsh, University of many of the important views and activiThomas starred in track and football. regardless of whom he debated against. entation particularly fitting, and many
Ian! Mrs. Bertha Joy Thompson, of Maine,
1935, will be Graduate Assistant ties of the University.
Thursday evening, May 14, after a alumni, faculty, and friends of, Dr. Aley
He is pledged to Kappa Sigma.
1.ik,
rth, go to Nelson Bradford Car- in Wild Life Conservation. Mr.
The Prism is attractively bound in an
banquet, David Brown entered the after will be present to pay him tribute.
Marsh
Harris
is
a
three
letter
man,
earning
s r a:id Elizabeth Martha Gruginskis.
is at present Forester and Entomologist imitation leather cover featuring pale blue numerals in football, baseball, and bas- dinner speaking contest. Ile was a comA baseball game between alumni and
iinen's Student Government Schol- attached to the Civilian Conservation printing on a black background.
ketball, lie is pledged to Kappa Sigma. petitor in the oratorical contest also. seniors will take place at .2:45 in which
are given to Celia Cohen and Corps Camp at Bridgton, Maine.
There will be no reduction in price for
Kappa Sigma had the most Owl George Clarke entered the debating the grads will attempt to repeat their vicSargent Smith.
Mr. Leo Alexander Dick, B.S., Uni- any copies that might be left over by next pledges, with three men; Phi Eta Kappa, group.
tory of last year. Then, at 5:30 the aniirst New .York Alumni Associa- versity of Wisconsin, has been appointed year, as this practice has been abandoned.
A.T.O., Phi Kappa Sigma, and S.A.E.,
Spencer Brown. coach of debating, ex- nual parade of alumni, faculty, seniors,
iii Scholarship for excellence in debat- Graduate
copy
Those
of
who
the
annual
desire
a
Fellow in Bacteriology. Dureach had two members; while Theta Chi, pects the following men to form the nu- and friends will form and march into the
,%; is divided between Sargent Russell ing the past year, Mr. Dick has been en- are advised to purchase one early as only
Phi Mu Delta, and bigmna Nu, had one cleus of a new debating team next year, alumni gymnasium for the Alumni Ban•
hester Smith.
gaged in research work in agricultural a limited number have been printed.
man apiece.
as Chester Smith, David Brown, and quet. The Alumni Hop in the evening
T:.t: second New York Alumni Associ- bacteriology.
George Clarke will graduate: Sargent will close the program n for Saturday.
a.:, .1 Scholarship, designed to encourage
Russell, Leo Lieberman, Thomas Lynch, The Baccalaureate Service will take
World Affairs Institute
iency in English and open to juniors
Richard Briggs, Erwin Cooper, and place at 10:30 asn, with the Rev. CorneT,Anology, is awarded to Edward fered to the woman student in the sophTo Be Summer Feature Raiph liawkes.
lius Clark, of Portland, as the speaker.
Cotton.
omore or junior class who secures the
The women's debating schedule was Another innovation in the program this
The second Maine Institute of World
For the first time in many years, the
•sepli Rider Farrington Scholar- highest grade in the beginners course id
••rit Ow gift of the five sons of Joseph that subject, is awardid to Rose Lilian University of Maine will sponsor the Affairs will be sponsored by the 1936 concluded in April. A successful team year is being planned for Sunday evening
State Tennis Championships, to be held summer session at the University of is expected next year as Ruth I.eavitt, when a sing as scheduled for alumni, sen.,rrington and Ellen Ilolyoke Far- 'Costrell.
Alice Stewart, Celia Cohen, and Mar- iors, parents, and friends in front of the
and given to the student in the
The Prize of the Class of 1873, the gift on May 25. 26 and 27, it was announced Maine. July 22 and 23. All programs
garet Asnip are expected back. Negoti- Library. It is expected that this event
•iss of the College of Agriculture of Russell W. Eaton, Class of 1873, Wednesday by Faculty Manager of Athwill be held on the campus, and the times ations are underway for debates with will attract much favorable attention.
its the highest rank in his studies awarded to that member of the sopho- letics Theodore Curtis.
indicated
for each meeting will be day- M.I.T., University of Vermont, and the
With the Commencement Exercises at
the year of award, goes to Sargent more class who is able to show the greatThe Tournament, under the direction of
light saving time.
University of New Brunswick,
9:30 a.m. on Monday and the Commencetennis
coach,
Maine
George
Small,
Dr.
Drawing
Mechanical
in
improvement
est
Speakers on the program will be Presment Ball at 8:30 that evening, the annual
slanley Plummer Scholarship, the !during the first two years of his college will start at 8 o'clock, Monday morning.
festivities will be at an end.
..i a fund of $1,000, the bequest of !course, goes to Raymond Powell l'sfcGin- The three other colleges will be guests ident Arthur A. Hauck of the University, University To Sponsor
Another Foreign Film
of the University of Maine throughout the Stephen P. Duggan, director of the In:-••ariley Plummer, of Dexter, Maine, ley.
stitute of International Education, New
Dr. Fitch Reads Pape- at
,•lerl to Ralph Edward Clifford.
• The Sigma Mu Sigma Award to en- three days of competition.
A fascinating character and a brilliant
Physics Pi )fs. Meeting
Each college will enter six men in the York City. T. Z. Koo, Chinese scholar
- sabeth Abbott Balentine Schol- courage undergraduate interest in the
career from real life are dramatically
, tialowed by the gift of Gamma . study of Psychology, the award to be singles play and three pairs of doubles and lecturer on world affairs, Professor
recreated in "Rhodes, the Diamond MasDr. Fitch, of the department of Physics,
of Alpha Omicron Pi, goes to based on proficiency, interest and general players. The system of play will be by Wilfred J. Hinton of the Bankers Insti- ter,"
the film at the Strand Theatre. read a paper concerning his recent retute, London, England, and Dean Karl
honors
Individual
elimination.
bracket
•::tte Frances MacKenzie.
Psychology,
is
Promise in the field of
Based on the book, "Cecil Rhodes," by search with the alternating current galwill go to the winners of the final match, C. Leebriek of the College of Liberal
Class of 1905 Scholarship, award- given to Azalea Ladner Boyer.
Sarah Gertrude Millin, the panorama of vanometer at the meeting of Maine PhysUniversity.
Syracuse
Arts,
the man in the freshman class who
The Pale Blue Key Award, offered to to be played on Wednesday. Team honthe South African diamond fields and the ics teachers held at Bates College last SatWorld problems will be discussed at
•
the highest rank in the mid -year a member of the freshman class who ors go to the college which wins the most
jungle veldt is brought to the screen in urday.
'la:: nations, has
meeting,
the two-day
with emphasis on
been won by Walton needs help, has shown promise in track matches. In the case of a tie, members
all its vivid and thrilling drama.
Dr. Haas, Visiting Professor of Phys'runny.
athletics, and has maintained a satisfac- of the teams other than the finalists will the European and far-Eastern problems
No vehicle was better suited to Walter ics at Bowdoin Collette, and recent visiof the present moment. The Institute will
.\'•:•:•:i scholarships have been award- tory scholarship standing, is given to be called upon to settle the deadlock.
While Maine's chances of team victory fit perfectly into several courses being Huston's varied talents, and in "Rhodes" tor to the University of Maine, read two
.,
lows
Melvin Almon McKenzie.
seem,
on the basis of the year's perform- offered at the summer session, and the he adds fresh laurels to his already out- papers. In the first he discussed an alterEnglish
The Henry L. Griffin Prize in
Alumni Association Scholstanding and inviable record on stage and native explanation in place of the hypothe•
Philip Nichols Bower; Ohio Composition, for excellence in the fresh- ance, rather slim, individual honors may students of the session will !:ave the same
screen. flit portrayal is brilliant in its sis of an expanding universe, to explain
Aiumni Association Scholarship, Sargent man course in composition, goes to Alice fall to either I.ester Brookes or Edward advantages that interested outsiders will
Perkins, Maine singles aces. Brookes has have in hearing these experts in the vari- careful rendering of the characteristics of the red shift in the spectral lines from
k''st,11; Boston Alumni Association Pierce.
Cecil Rhodes--his majesty, his persuasive the extra-Galactic Nebulae by assuming
lost a match this year. lie has gone ous phases of world affains.
not
a
.arehip, Clark Glannis Kuncy; Linto
awarded
Prize,
Club
Spanish
The
personality, his forcefulness, his power. that energy of light quanta diminishes
the
included
which
schedule
a
through
excel' -unty Alumni Association Schol- member of the freshman class for
has
Geographic
'Hie
Society
National
yet
to
The story recounts the dynamic career 'with time. his second paper dealt with
and
has
the
state
collegians
in
l'riscilla Day Ilaskell; Penobscot lence in Elementary Spanish, is divided best
presented the University of Maine with of a man, given but six months to live, a study of the nuclear structure of atoms,
the
proves
itself
in
This
defeated.
be
Leosiand
Fogg
Carroll
Alumni Association Scholarships, between Lucille
a new trophy of Captain Albert W. Stev- who lived to create a fabulously wealthy and suggested rules for determining the
caliber of the Bruins' No. I man.
Ldssard Homer Redman, Avery Edmund ard Hayden Emery.
ens' stratosphere Hight of last November. empire out of uncivilized jungle. Rhodes' existence of isotopes.
the
on
played
The matches will be
Rich: Philadelphia Alumni Association
The flobert C. Hamlet Prize, estabThis time it is a section of the balloon struggle for mastery .,,ainst the savage
In addition to these papers, the pcogram
Scholarship, Ralph Anthony Helsel; I lished by bequest•of Mr. Hamlet of the courts at the east end of the Armory.
•rn California Alumni A ssociationl class of 1925, to be awarded to the stu- These courts, made possible through the in which Captain Stevens made his record Matabele warriors, the forces of reaction included an inspection of the laboratories,
Chamberlain Peirce Fund, have been flight on November 11, 1935. Captain at home, and the crusty and bluff patri- and several informal meetings.
Marion Frieda Larsen; dent who has written the best original M.
groomed for the tournament and present Stevens, who is an alunmus of Maine, arch l'aul Kruger, president of the TransThe University of Maine was reprebeen
has
award,
year
of
the
during
play
k_ounty
ScholAssociation
Alumni
., .
found in the spoke at a special assembly held in the vaal Republic, makes for a dramatic and sented by Professor Fitch, Professor Benbe
can
surface
as
a
fine
as
Kuney.
nliiamis
Clark
won
by
Lester Hurlin Smith.
Memorial Gymnasium last April.
exciting picture.
nett, Dr. Larsen, and Mr. Cleaves.
state.
.• Chi Omega Sociology Prize, of(Continued no Page Two)

Champion

1937 Year Book
Was Out
• Tues.

Four Colleges Clash
For State Net Title

I

•

Debating Title
Won by Russell

Dr. William T. Foster,
Noted Scholar,
Will Speak

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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Some Outstanding Seniors To Have Graduation Parts

eampit5

Vie Al

By Robisrt Borns

Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University ui Maine
1935

WHILE •
BURNS ROAMS
Editor's Note—The following is
by Burns' last column, as he will
ate this June. Needless to say, his •
has been greatly appreciated !
Throughout the year he has add
lighter touch to the pages of the C in
by contributing work characterized
definite whimsical appeal and the r
of well analyzed observations.
been good columning.
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When the playwright, in developi•
piece,
works up to the climax of a Oliver Eidndge
he usually concludes it with one
Richard It Berry
characters—often a very minor chic
EDITORIAL BOARD
in the play—making some signifies, •
Editor
News
e:.
s
1%,o,
lea:. !:- Kent
Thomas E. Lynch... _ __Managing Editor
Sot.iety Editor
.
Pris,illa I) 11,6,11
servation or gesture as the curio.
. _Associate Editor
_
Jane Stillman
Photographer
.Staff
.
tabeen
Robert A
Editor
Edsvin S. Costrell___-_ News Editor
seends. There is something terribls
David Brown will deliver the Class
-Sports
Ph)his Hamilton, who will Arite the
Harold L Webb
Actor Abbott, who has been elected to
matic and impressive about those •,,
Oration
Ode
Class
Valedictory
delivzr
the
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
"as the curtain descends," tucked
Feature Editor
Donald P Kelley
as they are in fine italics at the vet.. '
.Assistant Sports Editor
William C. Saltzman
Entirely' unknown are they to the
Margaret R. Williston Asst. Woolen's News Editor
nary
playgoer who cannot see the
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
directions, yet in them—all the dram,
Robert A. Burns, Margaret G. Sewall, Ernest Saunders, Jr.. Ray Gailey.
genius of the theatre. To us, ComminceWith Arland Meade
Thursday, June 4
ment marks the climax of one of
STAR REPORTERS
ARCTIC ADVENTURE
Thorn, Marion Larsen, Lawrence Denning,
scenes, doubly significant because it
Walton Grundy, Jeanette McKenzie, Adrienne
Hilton
Miriam
5:45 P.M. Phi Kappa Phi Initiation
both the end and the beginning of I :
By Peter Freuchen
Phi Kappa Phi Banquet
6:30
REPORTERS
A six-foot five-inch, red-bearded, Dan- and Life, the poets say, is the gre:n•-•:
Winifred Lamb, Martha Simmons,
ish giant is Peter Freuchen. Those who drama of them all.
Richard Trimble, Mildred Dauphinee, Florence Shannon.
Cohen, Rose CostrelL
Louise Calderwood, Mary Bearce, Ruth Kimball. Celia Cohen. Sylvia
Friday, June 5
We can remember (years ago it Sc
saw him as the villainous sea captain in
Edna Harrison.
his own motion picture, "Eskimo," might how, in "knocking out" this column
CUB REPORTERS
9 A.M.-8 P.M. Alumni Registration—Alumni Hall
think hint fierce as a Viking. But his used to wish with all the might of
NI.kry Leighton, Dora Stacy. Madge Stacy,
,r
:30 A.M. Senior Class Picture—Coburn Green
16
Arland Meade, Alice Lerner, W1111,11
eyes, warm and kind, show his true self. less youth that it as the last column
Regina Shay.
Whitmore,
Rose
Rowe,
Kay
Holman,
Blanche
Maguire,
Virginia
Eva Chase,
Senior Class Meeting—Little Theatre
11:00
His character reflects that of the Polar were going to have to du. And 110‘t
1:30 P.M. Alumni Council Annual Meeting—Library
BUSINESS STAFF
Eskimoes with whom he lived for twenty- Grandfather Clock has ticked arouzi,i
Class Day Exercises—The Oval
1:45
Adstotising Manager
Merrill Eldridge
five years; he has their courage, their appointed number of times and ve
irtulation manager
Wiliam R. Hilton
Pageant—given by All Maine Women—Coburn Green
3:15
writing the last column of our under,::., irculation Manager
simplicity, and their jovial humility'.
Robert Harvey .
4:30-6:00 President and Mrs. Hauck—"At Home"
"Arctic Adventure" is the story of his nate career, we feel a little sad. 1.1::
Senior Skulls Initiation and Banquet
6:00
life in the frozen north. It is not a travel like that, too, perhaps—ever looking • ,
As the Year Ends
book of wonders, not an account of the things afar off, conniving for them. ::
Saturday, June 6
"All the world's a stage,
quaintness of the Eskimo, nor even a patient, and then when they do conic. :
And all the men and women merely players.
sociological study; but it is a story of life find that this wasn't exactly what s .
8 A.M.-5 P.M. Alumni Registration—Alumni Hall
They have their exits and their entrances ...”
itself as only a man who has lived it can wanted after all. Our feelings in ii • •
(5-6 P.M.)—Alumni Memorial
—Shakespeare
tell. For Peter Freuchen lived as an Es- ing this column throughout the co:'
8:45 A.M. Reunion Class Meetings in headquarters rooms
kimo: he learned to love their stories, year (are you interested?), through ;
Board of Trustees Meeting
9:00
Once again the time of Commencement nears. Once again a senior class pretheir food concoctions—he even married ball and dreary winter and warm so• General Alumni Association Annual Meeting—Alumni Hall
10.00
pares to don cap and gown for its final adieu to the trials and joys of undergraduate
a native girl. He is devoted to their two ing spring, have been both sorrowful
hie and makes ready to enter upon a larger, infinitely more demanding career—that
12:15 P.M. Assemble in order by classes in front of Alumni Memorial
children and proud of their heritage. For gay: sorrowful because we found T:
Alumni Luncheon—in honor of University Trustees—Alunmi
of citizenship in the state that has thus endowed them with the opportunities and facili12:30
years he has lived and thought as one of trying to be consistently funny etc;
Memorial
ties for education and sell-expression. It is a career that, above all else perhaps,
week (and not succeeding very well
their people.
University of Maine Foundation—Annual Meeting
demands initiative and character. To the graduate it offers today greater opportun1:30
His book seems to be as complete a order to meet a certain dead-line
ities than at any time during the past five years. The world is definitely moving
1 :30-2:00 Band Concert—The Oval
study of Arctic experience as has ever about the most discouraging job we (ter
forward.
2:00-3:00 Frolics—The Oval
been given to us, yet it reads like a good tackled; yet gay because making nt
3:00-3:30 Presentation—Portrait of Dr. Aley
novel, introducing the reader into a new people laugh is the one thing we
Baseball Game—Alumni vs. Seniors—Baseball Field
3:45
circle of very real personalities, and so rather do more than anything in ti. •
Final examinations should not be terrifying to the student. All too often they
Alumni Parade—alumni, faculty, seniors, and friends assemble
5:30
enlarging his experiences of human na- 'world.
loom as a fearful bogey to be reckoned with before the close of a semester. That
on The Mall
We have made a lot of new friends sn:.
ture. Through it we learn to understand
they are important no one will deny. Remember that your instructor will ordinarily
Alumni Banquet—Alumni Memorial
6:00
we first got ourselves on the staff. and.
the nature of the people of the Arct.c.
be very glad to give advice on preparation for exams, within reason, of course.
Alumni Hop— Alumni Memorial
9:00
The story is filled with adventure, but we should imagine, have lost some
Our bit of information, in case anyone is interested, is to try to acquire an adequae
more than that, Freuchen dues not merely ones: but if we've managed to bring 1:: •
grasp of the significant elements in the course, and to supplement them with a reasonSunday, June 7
relate routine of hunting and trading, haps a smile to your lips. even the inc. •
able knowledge of details, such as dates, names, and places, with the aid of outlines
but tells of life from the inside. The twinkle of a smile; if you may have it
10:30 A.M. Baccalaureate Service
and diagrams of the material covered. A student who comprehends the essential
book is as full of personalities as adven- a funny, kind of "comfy" feeling someSpeaker: Rev. Cornelius Clark. of Portland
features of a course will very rarely be flunked.
tures. Many incidents, like Tatarees, are where down inside of you now and tl.c:
7:00 P.M. Senior-Alumni Sing—Library
delightfully amusing. Tataret smelt so as week after week you looked to •‘:
badly even the Eskimos decided that he uhat went on in this, our mischieson•
NVe certainly have every right to be proud of the appearance of our campus.
Monday, June 8
must be washed. They scrubbed him with little corner of the Campus; if we ha:,
At this season of the year especially, when trees and shrubs are bursting into the
floor brushes, and "when the skin broke sometimes succeeded in exposing a fo.k
fresh vigour of new leaf, the setting and arrangement of our campus buildings against
9:30 A.M. Commencement Exercises
through the dirt Tataret's expression of the popelar shams you had almost
their natural background is particularly impressive.
Speaker - Dr. William T. Foster. of Newton. Mass.
changed
from surprise to delight. In later to regard as "strictly orthodox" in
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to all those who have in
8.00 P.M. Commencement Ball—Alunmi Memorial
University life, here at Maine, then \I.'
life he took several more baths ..."
any way furthered the work of the Campus during the past year. Their assistance is
(Events scheduled on Daylight Saving Time)
It is no wonder that the Book-of-the are glad.
genuinely appreciated.
But there will be others who will 07111 Month Club chose this intensely human
along to take our place after v,e I..c.
book for the month of April.
roamed beyond the college portals—utli •
The Political Campaign
more clever, more entertaining, much I :The attention oi the nation will be focused during the latter part of June on the
flier. And we will be glad of that.
national conventions of our great political parties. The Republicans, who will meet
for you see, you will be kept chuck: •
Dean
Paul
Choke,
of
the College of rime is so brief now (how quickly sp, .
in Cleveland, and the Democrats. who are to convene at Philadelphia, base already
By Joe College
Technology, will deliver a paper on Comsent their campaign guns booming in the battle for delegates. The progress of the
the moments that would carry us out 01
many cfalentine prehensive Examinations at the annual
Singklar
conventions promises to be interesting.
Well. well, spring is here hut not ter usual
this academic world and -into Life's bloody
meeting
of
the
stick
many
are
those who
Society for the Promotion fight),
Belie-re it or not,
The Democratic pow-wow will probably be less spectacular this year than is girls are afraid of thunderst,rins
but may we pause here to raise
Of Engineering Education at the Univerusually the CAW. The renomination of President Roosevelt may already be con- .their heads under the flimsy mattresses during the boomino of the heavy artillery
a toast to You and to Maine and to ti:. •
Let's see what went on that Sity of Wisconsin, June 23 and 26.
sidered a certairty. To the future of the party it is essential. A minor scrap may And now that we're recuperating from house parties
scenes yet to COIIIC as the curtain
il'e heard that stunt Rose pulled, hut probably you did,
take place for the other place on the ticket. There is sonic doubt as to whether tee missed until just nine
scolds.
Civil
Engineering seniors, majoring in
And the head
Garner will be retained, as several other party leaders appear to be angling for the too
Imitating the Bob Boynton type of 'allroom (19 dancing
the Hydraulic option. on Tuesday. May
position.
proctor of the boys' dorm and man of merit. Sealey, certainly played his cards right
Scholarships and Prizes Awarded
Sea/ey is going to join the ranks 12, visited the Bangor Hydro-Electric
The Republicans present an enigma. It is here that the battle for delegates will when he brought Miss Page to the spriea formal
Friday
He rode in a plants at Milford, Veazie, Ellsworth, and
And Johnny Clarke made out all right, too
be keenly contested. Governor Landon, of Kansas. Senator Vandenberg. Colonel of the republicans
(Continued porn Page One)
the
storage
dam
at
Brimmers
Bridge,
So here
ion know, Joe College is the missing link
Knox, Chicago publisher, and Senator Borah. are definitely in the running and have girl's car all weekend
A boy and Ellsworth Falls: also the Central Maine
The Alpha Zeta award, offered to •' •'
received considerable support in their sections of the country. Ilere we have the pos- goes
We learned of a novel tiay to make a date the other night
Power Company plant at Toddy Pond. highest
ranking senior in the frater;
sibility of a sectional split of the ticket in an endeavor to capture borderline votes. girl were sitting in line tvaifttru It, !fit through the rigamarole of an initiation, and
They were accompanied by Professor A. has
been won by Malcolm Louville Ti:Ex-President Hoover has declared himself out of the running for re-election. This is he said to her, if you go first, take me to the movies Sat, night, and if I go first,
Both parties being blindfoldThat's one way to make a blind date
The Department of German, in co: ;
probably a wise move from the standpoint of the party, as it will serve to remove to I'll ask you
ation with the Carl Shurz Found,... We're awfully glad for Anna that ..lrt Roberts has a new
an extent the ill-will ot those %titers who believe him to be directly or indirectly the ed .
The members of the Engineering Drawand through the generosity of the Go:
cause of the depression.
and that John Douglass feeds the librarianess at the Cabin during the slipper ing
ear
Department of the College of Techshirt
. is duly appreciated by
Museum of Frankfurt-am-Maine. I ,
The Esquire touch of Stagg's blue and white
hour
University of Maine, were hosts
And as we sign off,, hert s mu:h applause to the
many, presents a six-volume set of
the connoisseurs of the campus
ci;°thgeY•
high
school
teachers of the state works of the poet Goethe to Miss Arls:..
A Suggestion
Prism for coming out l'eore teas Commencement tins year
Ion Thursday, May 14, at a conference
on Merrill, as a recognition of excellence in
We would like to suggest that an alt nipt be made during the summer to improve
drawing.
'the study of the German language and
lighting conditions in the library. The situation is not as noticeable now, due to the
The morning was spent in registering
Universalist Church
literature.
CHURCH NOTICE
long hours of daylight. During the winter months, however, when the electric lights
and inspecting the various classrooms and
The Fraternity Scholarship Cup. preare used to a great extent, it is far front satisfactory.
Main St., Orono
laboratories. .At noon a delightful lunch
sewed by' the Senior Skulls Society •
Methodist Episcopal Church
The rows of bulbs in the ceiling cause any shadows that may fall upon the
was served at Hannibal Hamlin Hall, afMemorial Day Service
that fraternity with an active mern:,e: Sunday, May ..4
printed page to be reproduced five or six times. This condition is hard on the eyes.
ter which the group gathered at Wingate
Sunday,
May
24,
at
10:30
a.m.
Bates
ship of at least 20, which attains the I: of
graduate
Walsh,
Ruth
E.
Mrs.
If shaded reading lamps of a suitable type could be placed at short intervals down
Hall
for the afternoon session presided
This service will be conducted in its
est standard in scholarship for the ; 1 the length of the tables, better reading conditions would result and some saving College, class of '02. Music Director, Edover by Prof. B. C. Kent of the Univerceding calendar year, goes to Phi
ucator and ordained Baptist Minister. and entirety by students of the University. sity
might be made in electricity.
of
Maine.
Delta fraternity.
a National speaker on the temperance Devotions will he led by Sargent Russell.
Dean Paul Cloke extended the welcome
Address will be given by David Provm.
The Freshman Scholarship Cup, awaf•lquestion, will be the speaker at the mornof
the
University,
followed by a talk on ed by the University to the Secon‘l.,• •
The Emergency Peace Campaign
ing service at the Methodist Church. Subject: "That they who have died shall the
purposes and possibilities of engineer- e.
freshman rev
For the first time in the history of the United States, a national campaign is "Scientific Alcohol Education" is the sub- not have died in vain."
ing drafting in technical education and "i"). In Maine whose
Sunthis
with
on
will
At
deal
service
Walsh
the
Universalist
Mrs.
church
sentatives as a group shall have attad.'
ject
being conducted, designed to solidify sentiment for peace. If the campaign achieves
practice. The principal address of the
the highest scholastic standing for ••
its objectives it will create a set of forces that will serve to counteract the current day. morning. Mr. Bedew will be in will welcome as its guests the members afternoon was presented by
Prof. R. D. fail semester preceding, goes to Bro:.•
no
cif
the
will
be
service.
There
Vomen's
the
Relief
charge
of
Corps.
acceleration of war machinery the world over.
Douglass, of Massachusetts Institute of
High School.
The announced purpose of the Emergency Peace Campaign is to keep the United further meetings of the Wesley FounTechnology, on the subject of Graphical
Yale
fraternities
are
successfully
Forum until the fall.
Student
dation
States out of war and to promote world peace by a vast program of varied activities.
weathering the new "nine college system" Mathematics. Prof. Douglass offered
NOTICE
These activities are of seven kinds. Mass meetings and conferences are being held
many charts and graphs to prove that
set up a year ago.
Patronize Our Advertisers
in cities throughout the country. Young men and women, mainly college students.
the solution of involved mathematical
1 037 Prisms will be on sale at
are being given the opportunity of volunteering for peace education and are being
formulae can be accomplished by graphi- the Treasurer's Office from 8:30;
sent out in deputations for awakening and informing and organizing other young idealism.
!
cal means, the drafting of which is well 12 and 1-3:30 Friday, and 8-1
people for peace as well as being sent out into rural areas for the purpose of arousIt would be tragic if on the University of Maine campus we did not join in local within the ability of the average high Saturday. Those who have signed
ing the people to effective peace activity.
efforts to further the purposes of the campaign. May we say, as has been said so fre- school student.
either for cash or term bill please
The part which college students will play in this two-year campaign of organiza- quently before, we have everything to gain, nothing to lose. Surely we know the
call at this time.
tion and of concentrated labor and sacrifice for peace will, it is anticipated. be tre- costs of war. Surely we know %Ito will bear the brunt of those costs. And surely
The M.O.C. will run an all iLiV
mendous From colleges in every section. turn believes in peace. ready to give of we know that war is not necessary, that we need but organize the sentiment for hike to Pushaw Pond Sunday, May
All students having library books
their time and energy without pecuniary remuneration, are ready to join in this peace and overwbelm the meagre but heretofore all powerful sentiments for war.
24. All wishing to go, see Adri- out must return them before lea%peace movement of unprecedented magn;rude with all the fervor of youth alive with
une Thorn or Dexter Claflin.
,ing the University.
E. S. C.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

An Address to Graduates
E
DAMS

a almost 15 sears since 1 wa••
you occupy. I can there - 111.111 alit to tic needs of their fellow.,u about the dangers and men.
So much is this the case, so sharp is
u will encounter. They are

flowing is
r he will •
o say, his • .
!dated I:,
has a(li
r Of thee
iracterice.i
and the ,
cations. ii
DESCEN

The following address delivered by President Robert Hutchins
s
s, University to the 1935 graduates oI that man:alum is taken trom th:-.
of hludaus, iriscortsin, for July 12, 1935. It is reprinted her,- !
/
1
44.,
/kW
contains a remarkably keen insight into the assbiesoas and a,of PSI colleges and universities, and the position whsek they oeeit,tiy
...01,,
.Ph‘
It .should prove vulaab/e reading to every wider•or .4Incricais
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nide voyage of the venturesome members of this small field party.

"Geologists will excavate in a fossilbearing cave that has airs-ad) yielded
Two men from the University of
M2111C may be chosen to help in the ex- more than 10000 specimens, and will
plorat,on iit the northern Navajo coun- make field studies that niay shed light on
try in Arizona and Utah this summer. the origin of the Navajo sandstone. Dr.
Fla- men may be students or instructors F. B. Loomis of Amherst will direct this
acid
his interested in engineering,
phase of the work.
archaeology-. geology, or in the biological
"Other members of the staff will be
sciences—or in the management of a sei
Dr.
Charles Del Norte Winning of New
entitle expedition, it was :uiliounced this
%seek by Dr. Charles Del Norte Win- York University, Field Director, for thening, Field Director of the Rainbow second year; Prof Tracy R. Kelley nil
Bridge-Monument 'alley Expedition.
the University. of California, Secretary;
Tik. Expedition is to explore, map, and
Lyndon L. Hargrave of the Mll,t11111 of
stud) an area of sonic. 3000 square miles
in a remove region that is probably far- Northern Arizona, Archaeologist ; Prof.
ther from a 1311r0:141 than any other point George Brainerd, Ohio State University;
in the United States. Penetrating as far John Wetherill, Custialian of Navajo
as possible by motor, the field party will National Monument for the National
Oleo
s equipment by pack train up Park Serviee, will be Associate Field
Vilniltng canyons out into Rainbow Plat- Director."
eau. Near the head of the Dogoszhi
The Expedit•
operates wider a
Bike), base camp will be established, and board of trustees, as a cooperative proirom this point scouting parties and sci- ject, each man sharing in the ws'rk. the
entific workers will push on afoot.
field expenses, and the be-nit-fits.
Ansel Franklin Hall, Chief, Division
of Education and Forestry, National
Park Service', under %Luise general direction the Esti-edition is I Organised,
states:
•

pinion, chiefly economic sir the contrast between the atmosphere
-uniably some of the Am- America and the aims of the universities,
be able to earn with the country afraid of indesstmlint
nih
thinking :mil the universities committed
the graduates
presumably
oI
•
to nothing else, that in one sense the we:yersity will have a good versities
may be accused of deliberately
•'
lig among them. Vuu have unfitting their students for life. Th.:a
oage 0f your iellow-citizens. graduates may not "get inn." They may
,tarned how to work; you hase not even be interested in getting on. Yet
Pauline Willett; Hervey Allen, Ell.Alpha Tau Omega
•
nenee with people ; you you will note that the virtues which a
Gruginskis; Edward Spalding, It
Alpha Tau Omega held its annual
university. seeks; to inculcate are those spring house parties May
teachers and read good
15 and May In tha Johnston; Vance Baker, Hilda C
which our fiirm of government contem- with Purley Reynolds'
Orchestra furnish ter: Kenneth Nash. Elizabeth Crow
:eve been enlightenod by the
plates, and without which it cannot en- itug music. Native
evergreens and wild Joseph Mullen, Estelle Ceuta; Freder:.•,
at : .i•,.! e xperience of mankind. My dure. In
subverting ignorance, preju- cherry blossoms not only provided
an ef- Sturgis, Virginia Nelson; Philip Snow,
:mil observation lead me to
dice, injustice, conformity, mediocrity, fective background for the
greatest,
the most
orchestra, but Madeline Poussin; Francis Turner, :Adthe
'
self-satisfaction, and stupidity ; and tn also contrasted with the varied
colored rienne Thorne: George Frame, Jean
may borrow a word), the
sponsoring instead the cause of intelli- evening gowns.
Mitchell; James Cahill, Lillian Mitchell:
danger you will face is
gence and independence the universities
The chaperons were: Miss Elizabeth William Whitney. NI1T11111
rs; Harci,rruption. Time will corare performing an essential service to Wing, House
mother; Priilessor and ry Connor. Billie I.ake; Judson Jude,
Your friends, your wives, or
Mr-. E. N. Brush; Professor and Mrs. Carolina Swett; Robert True, Elinor
business or professional democracy.
"We have already be-gun our explo:
Democracy rests on universal compre- D. B. DeMerritt.
Crockett; Richard Raymond, Trixie
•
..1:1 corrupt you; your social.
Miss Adelaide Linnell, in charge of
tions in that fascinating country- of is
hension,
to
which
Borden;
the
John
Murray, Bertha Borden;
universities con- 'The guests were: Hugh Cary, Janet
.fl,,iis al ambitions will errmusic
methods, State Teachers College.
sas, canons, and deserts, but have as s
Inc worst thing about life is tribute through the education of teacher. Barbour; Bud Luc -y, Betty Noble; Mar- Lee I lal he, Reg tint Littlefield; Vaughn
Mankato. Minn., and director of music
for the public schools and through the garet Owan, Bob Boynton; Mae Harris, Lancaster, Mary McLifann; James O'- covered only a small portion of the is
in the College Training School since
* • • *
discovery and communication of knowl- Thomas Murphy ; Hope Cony, Alan D. Connor, Delores Mosher: Charles 0'- About the middle- of June- we' are
back to take up the task of pushing n ::• 1919, will again be in charge of the school
edge.
Conniir,
Fra
King;
Democracy
rests
second
Vincent
Duff,
Hathorne.
on
Jr.;
indiMarjorie MacDonald, Fred
can system is one that offers
music courses at the University of Maine
as far as piissible into the 2(100 or ii-.
ye-- to initiative. It is based sidual leadership. not necessarily polo.- Parsons; Natalie Norwood, George Lim - Helen Prescott; Fred Fuller. Lena Mer- square miles that
Summer Session which opens on July 6,
lie beyond our pre-,
cal,
rill;
John
but
Seale).
intellectual
Lucy
and
son;
Page;
spiritual
Brun,
as
Evelyn
well.
M.
Gates,
Mudock
Walker :
iiii individual enterprise.
according to announcement made. by Dihorizons. Engineers will map intricati
:sadership is open to any- To this the universities contribute' Priscilla Londreau, Wendell Brewster: Golobski, Mary Hale Sutton; Riibtat carved canys ns.
rector Roy M. Peterson.
arid will record the lo.
Corbett,
through
the
Helen
Reibinsein;
labors
Philip
of
Folsom.
their
Louise
professors
Ohnesorge,
William
H.
Ward.
- ioatter how humbly his begitinon of cliff dwellings and other evicle•:
Miss Linn.-hl was on the staff last sumPriscilla
Garland; Bud Place, Henrietta
Lola Grey, Richard Crocker; Ethel Mae
• in.,st striking paradox of and their graduates.
of pre-historic peoples reported by 1'
mer, and her work met with such success
Zander;
Clyde
Higgins.
Ellen
Stevens;
Currier,
Richard
Virginia
Williams;
As
Thomas Jefferson saw when he esHi. is that this system, which
.end was so greatly liked bv the students
Ralph Guppy. Susie Cliingli; Francis archaeological field parties. The bol..•
stst tistii individual differences, pro- tablished the University of Virginia, Maguire, Albert Vineent Doherty; Joseists will (concentrate 1.111K .11 a study (if
that she was asked to return to Orono
McAlary.
Blanche
Calloway:
Norman
phine
Fay,
Pratt
Leonard
;
Katherine
these
services are always indispensable.
lkost intense pressure toward
richly forested summit of Navaj,, `st
for
the six weeks term this summer. She
Fay,
Polly
Drummond;
Ted
Ladd.
alloy
The fact that ally boy can to democracy. But the founders of this Hoctor, Marshal Grey; Rose Whitmore.
taut, Surrounded s,ii all sides b,
will teach courses in "Music Meteihels
IltighsN;
Art
McDonnell,
Patr'cia
!lig
Roy
Smith;
French,
Lucy
Arnold
S.
republic
can
hardly
have foreseen how
- dens instead of making es-(if miles of desert, this great moun- for Elementary tirades." "Music Methods
gins; Wdliam Hall, Derna Robinson; dreds
• a!, individual, tends to make lOrn acute the need of them would be today. Lane; Phyllis Sharpe, Frederick Mills:
tain
mass
rises to such a height that its for Secomlary Schools," "Music AppreFremont Davis, Marguerite Theriault ;
op: ,,f everybody else. 'Getting They- cannot have anticipated the terrific Betty Drake, William Bates; Helen
sllllllint has a climate hke that I /1 Canada ciation in the Upper Grades." am! "Music
Fred
Hamlets
Jo
Campbell;
Richard
Titcomb,
Stanley
Prom: Helen
great American aspiration. storm of propaganda from every quarter Morgan,
t
twu u1111MS:int! miles n. the
mirth. Vie- History and Appreciation."
Thomas, Barbara Grace; Lloyd Kierdi moralizing part comes in: that now beats upon the citizen. They. Edward Brarmann; Anita Miller. Mihis rpe tei find a unique fauna awl flora
Miss Linnell receive'd a diploma from
stead.
Louise
Ralph
Lancaster;
Guppy,
Homestead.
chael
Robert
W.anagal;
Raet t on is to be "safe," to be cannot have expected a govvrnMeut us
thus "limo...tied" there through counties. the Crane Nornial Institute
of Music.
•Fe agreeable, to be inoffens- pressure groups, groups able and wilLug chel Fowls--; Diasithy Sawyer, Russell Betty Clough; Bud Place. M.-, Newton; ages.
Piitsdam, N. Y., 1915; a bachelor of sciPhil
Folsom,
Miss
Garlanil;
Clyde
HigWalton;
Wright,
Cook
Mary
Robert
t
no views on important mat- to drive into oblivion anyone who oppos:, I
"Biologists under the leadership of Dr ence degree from Teachers College, Cogins, Ellen Stevens.
tuned bv the majority, by es them. They Latinist have imagined Freda Foss, Robert Salisburs- ; Faith
C. C. Clark of Ni w N'ork
lumbia, 1929; and a master's degree from
Gardner.
ger.
John
tI at the day would come when indiviiluor by any gri
will seek rare manunals, birds, reptiles, State University of Iowa in 1933. She is
Theta Chi
alism
mean,
would
look
yourself
out
for
inced that bs knowing the
Theta & in heist its ,f/T.t.i.: house- par- and fish in the (kip canyons (if the San a native of Maine and has taught in the
Beta Theta Pi
wearing the right clothes, and the devil take the community. If
ties
May 15 and 16, with Ernie George's Juan and Csaiirado Rivers. Seven small geecondary schools of this state, in AVisThe Georgians provided the music for
•:clii things, hold -hg the right they had foreseen these things they would
orchestra
furnishing the music. Th, boats are being constructed for the 330 consin and in Minnesota.
dancing
both
Theta
Friday
at
Pi
Beta
„- thinking the right thoughts have left eyen more prayerful eithortachapel-4.11es
were Dr. and Mrs. E. Reeve
and Saturday nights.
11 Ltet on; we shall all get on tions to their countrymen to foster and
Hitchner, and Mr. and Mrs. M. E. HighYoungs
Fredrick
and
Mr-.
S.
Mr.
and
strengthen
the
higher
learning.
picture parad:se, surBray chaperoned lands. Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Mulder were!
So I am worried about your morals. Mr. and Mrs. Paul C.
fine cars, refreshing drinks,
couples.
following
Friday night guests.
the
This university will not have done its
lad:CS. So persuasive is this
Those attending were Ann Profano
Formal:
whtile
nation
to
if
:sou
the
give
duty
way
we find politicians during
Burleigh Roderick; and Henry Aliberti; Peggy Ilauck and
Saunders,
Claire
every effort to avoid before the current of contemporary life.
Kay COX, Richard Berry; Hope Wing, John Bennett: Jane Dillon and J. Cha-:.
•!inr g: we find important pens- Believe me, sou are closer to the truth
Weston; Audrey Thornton, Ro- Kenney; Mollie Woods and Leo CorriLowell
,: •:g fraud and corruption in now than you ever will be again. Do not
bert Kirkland; Elizabeth Gardner, Bob gan; Margaret E. Romer and Robert H.
,• 'iecause it would be upsetting let "practical" men tell you that you
Bramliall; Georgia Taylor, Reginald Chittick ; Audrey Davis and Ralph Cor, .t; and we find, I fear, that should surrender your ideals because they
MacDonald; Ruth Reynolds, Georste rigan; June Johnson and J. Frank Aver. titeslilents limit their utter- are impractical. Do not be reconciled to
Oldrieve; Betty Humans. David White: ill; Marie Rasmussen and Adrian Downs. Timidity thu• engem dishonesty. indecency, and brutality be- ,
Carol Brown, Richard Hayes: Alice Cl ey; Marie Bosses and Alfred Swenson;
habit, and the "stuffed cause gentlemanly ways have been disLauress Parkman; Jane Foss, Kish Hope Knight and Philip Peterson; Aras one of the characteristic covered of being dishonest, indecent, and '
Quigley ; Marguerite Das is, William bella King and William McDisiough:
aril
•- iii age.
brutal. As time passes resist the torrupCasasa; Nat' Billings; Marilyn _Terming., Mal Jenn- Evelyn Boyntiin arid
toward uniformity is es- tion that must ci.ine with it. Take your ings; Marion Hatch, Clark Kuner; alie Castim and George Doe; Cecile Ronow. More effective stand now before time has corrupted Adrien Pelletier, Conrad Gallent ; Elea- mano and Armano Polito; Marion Desapply am it are constantly ap- you. Before you know it, it will be too nor lid -still', Arnold Spavin.
mond and F. Danforth Peaslee; Helen
liberality, honin
Lewis and Philip Corrigan; Anita Conof the art of late. Courage, temperance,
and the new devices now at or, justice, wisdom, reason. and underroy and Alex Laputz; Fay Chick and
Lambda Chi Alpha
make- more moving than ever standing, these are still the virtues, in
: Mrs. Mae McDonough: Thomas Somers; Ruth Pagan and Wilintellectual virtues this university has
ill -i that every American
must the
Mr. and Mrs. L,. C. Junnr.ss; Mr. and liam Thompseni; Esther I) us' aid Edward
to train you. The life you have led
tried
at.
think like his neighbor,
Mrs. T A. Sparrow; Mr. and Mrs. Pierce; Patricia Csigan and Tin),01.,
tl-*
licted with the same num- here should have helped sou toward the Wendell Mosher; Mr. and Mr-. Frank Curtin; Mary Thorntein and Thomas
Crosier; Mary Kisovak and Merton
: g •'44,. is. In the second place, al- rest. If conic what may you bold Glum N. Chadwick.
Sumner; A"irginia MacKenney and Fred
,.Hsiely now is afraid. This is fast. you will do hornir to yourselves an-1
W.
VtrAlbert
were:
Those attending
the hysteria of certain organs to the university, and you will serve ill, Elizabeth Severence; Ernest Dins- Chatterton; Bertha Grant and Ralph Vi.
ICII insist on
free speech your country.
more, Elinor Hill; Harold N. laird, Al- ola; Mabel Sparks and John Thompson;
Ives, though nobody has
ice Crowell; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hisses; Margaret Pennings and Don Murphy ;
• taking it away from them,
Darrell Jordan. Kay Jiilinson: Edward lichen Bailey. anil Don Brown; Ruth
••aine time demand that it be
Merrill, June King; Woodrow- Marc ilk, Barker and James Willey; Constance
7 .ionly
else.
Ruth Libbs ; Donald Stone, Virginia Campbell and Loren Fairfield; Mona
in the return of billingsTrtudy : Harold Boardman, Anne Ho- ‘Vathen and William Murray ; Frances
;...itics. It is reflected in thegan; Emory. AVescott. Veronica NIcGII- Aust-ri and James limiter; Florence
Professor Wilfred J. Hinton, director lictiddy; Robert Ohler, Marian F.. Rob Shannon and Edward Doyle; Mr. and
:: .istance to all uncomfortable.
!• reflected in this decay of the of studies for local centre-. Institute of crts; Charles B. MeLean, Rachel Car- Mrs. Lawrence J. Otiinnell ; Mary Pate
the at- roll; Carl Davis. June Clement: Ira M and Vincent Checci; and Mr. and Mrs
Almost the last ques- Bankers, London. will be one of
Session.
Dole, Ruth Lewis; Howard Crafts, Mar- NVilliam IL Smith.
: ask about any proposal now- tractions of the Summer
last
staff
the
was
on
Hinton
Professor
guerite Picard; Wallace Gleason, Betty
s.,ether it is wise, just, or ft:like question is how much pies- summer and proved one of the sources Drummond; David Wellman. Mary HarForestry Club Edits
, ;e behind it or how strong are of inspiration for students who attended rington; Willard Brooks, Phyla., RolNew Annual Magazine
,nterests against it.
the school. He refused similar offers at lins; John Getchell, Peg Avery; Hugh
• • • • •
the University of Hawaii and Cambridge R Nesvcomb, Lora Cummings; Donald
"The Maine Forester", a publication of
stensmer.r.?—not at all. Year
:ears are reflected too in the University., England, for this coming Wash:moon, Mildred Dolliver; Frank
after year Long Distance telephone service grown longer
IP11 higher education. From summer in order to rAtirn to Maine, Ifs- Doe, Dorothy Craig; Cuthen Roberts, the Forestry Club, made its first appearstew these attacks are just- will uffer a course in economics dealing Anne E., Eliasson; Samuel Sevasey, Til- ance for nearly ten years last week. The
in reach shorter in the time needed for making corium.
''I the pi iint of view of those with English recovery from the depres- lie Sleeper: Leonard Shaw. Helen Petty ; issue mark- a successful beginning in an
I'
higher in quality of transmission—lower in cost.
Tlianion effort to revive the magazine in the hope
that heaven is one big coon- sion, and one on the history of China Rutledge Morton. Anna
Since
the first of this year, Long Distance railing has
:, rsines are dangerous things. 21111 Japan with particular emphasis cm Verrill, Eleanor Parker; Donakl Has- that it may become more regular in it.
been
publication.
matle
presentIrene
cheaper in two ways.
Edward,
in
Louis
nations
kell, Fallen Asher;
u want is a dead level of me- the place of these two
"The Maine Forester" is attractively
Fuller.
1. Hates are now reduced after 7 P. M.each night on
- ahat you would like is a na- day world affairs.
bound in a brown paper cover and int eal twins, withiiut
As British commercial commissioner
perum-toperson calls to most points. As formerly,stationcludes art ales by Austin Cary, "the first
•.
ideas, you should fear the to Siberia in 1919: professor of political
to—tat. rates are lower after 7 P. M.
The chap( rinses at Kappa Sterna were man to apply practicability to scientific
From this standpoint um economy at the University of Hongkong
0c.
whose
2. The same low night rates now apply all day Sunday
dial!)
ire subversive. The y trs to from 1913-29; and student at the Uni- Mrs. Anne Webster, Dean and Mr-. Lani- forestry in the East",
to
was
magazine
going
the
while
(
-tarred
A.
C.
Mn-,
and
on
Dr.
Corbett,
and
both types of service.
o udents think ; the y sjn not versity of Wales and Jesus College. Ox- er' S.
13. Pierson, State EntomoloJust another proof that the Dell System is constantly
inutacture so many imitatm.: ford, Professor Hinton has had excellent Ardrew•. Music was by the Feraiin press, hi.
gist. C. M. Aldous. Asa.:ate B:riloakt
. By helping the students training in the subjects he will offer here Bros. Orchestra.
striving to fit telephone service more closely to your
The following attended: Robert Al- of the U. S. Biological Survey, and Prof.
:ink the universities tend to this year. lie is not new to the students
needs in every viewable way.
D. B. De:Merit'. head of the Department
resistant to pressure, to prop- of the United States, having taught at len, Martha Chase; Gus Fay, Carol SteThere.
University.
at
the
Forestry
of
Stillman
-' en to reward. They tend to various times at the University (if Cali- vens; Willett Rowlands. Jane
Carl are also pictures of the seniors in the dedissatisfied-- if there were no fornia, Claremont College, Lafayette Edward Silsby, Virginia Larrabee:
IT
not h&c rillurintitar, 'u 51055'
in there would be no pro- College, Vassar College, and the Univer- Golding. Maxine Harris; Louis Harris, partment, class lists, alumni news, and
undergraduate board of
by
the
articles
MadBartlett.
Russell
Sanborn;
Jeanette
University
It, het•ii it, I 11,
. they are likely to make them sity of Hawaii, as well as the
41 -r
editors.
Kith hiInie?
ornetleng to improve the con- of Maine. Following his teaching here eline Frasier; Lyndan Keller, Edna Lou
kofiert Uhler is Editor in Chief of the
:: r which our peophe live. They this summer he will go to the conference use Harrison; Charles Cain, Helene
ik e them individuals, therefore, of the Institute of Pacific Relations at Diehl; Edwin Woodland, Phyllis Dim- publication. He is assisted by Albert
Laverty, Andrew Poult,uals on a strictly Ann nein Yosemite Park, California. as the repre- itre; Lincoln Fish. Alice Ayer; Thomas Lander., Robert
Lees, Marjory. N'oung; Robert Burns. seri, Thomas Evans, and Robert Cook.
As no quarter for themselves. sentative of Grcat Britain.
s
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Prof. R. W. Wood of Johns Hopkins
in Washington into be; severe's dises„has made a -specroscope" ruled with
plaice' by the co.., gc.
Although it wa, thought likely that 30,01.11) individual lines to the inch.
Monkey, arc not socialists, but rugged
Leonard Farmer, freshman v.ho sent a
bumb made of candy, este lour and an usdisidualiats, says a University oiMisalarm clock tu Massachusetts' chief ex- souri pei),C11Uiuglit. We are not quite
ecutive, would get off lightly, student ed- Hire what this proves.
Cure ui the "jitters," national afflicitors of the Latllpuotl, humor magazine,
Press
Collegiate
tion,
is held to be the first goal of phssi
by
the
rough
treatment
for
Associated
line
in
were
(By
Williamstown, Mass.-German student, dean's office fur the part they allegedly. cal education.
"certificates played in the red flag incident.
A cheap method of manufacturing a
coming to this country with
wanted
Severity of the diacipIniars measures super-explosive from corn has been disof political responsibility" are not
institution's taken against them,.t was said, would de- covered by an Iowa scientist.
at Williams (;ollege, and the
with pend upon the protests of Federal authJohns Hopkins is seeking a fund nt
system of exchange scholarship.,
June.
$1100,000
to balance its budget.
in
lapse
%Vashingtors
to
in
allowed
orities
be
will
Germany
••• •
Every Northwestern University chemGerman students rigid!) committed to
Evanston, 111.-Child prodigies gross istry graduate ot the last three years has
not hope to
the principles of fusion) can
been promptly employed.
Am- duller as they grow older.
gain much from a corisideration of
The depression is held responsible for
Prof.
cone
'usual
of
Paul
A.
is
the
President
1
hat
said
erican political thought.
Northwestern Univeroits growing interest in home economics beTyler Dennett in making the annnunce- Witty of the
department of psschulogy. who has jist ing shown by boys.
ment.
Business men can talk all they wish
completed a study of the personal hist') -conditionindispensable
the
"One of
geniuses of ten year, about college education not helping young
child
hit)
its
of
an
college
is
for study in an American
men along in the practical affairs of life.
ago.
open mind,- he asserted. "It seems unThis department knows definitely they
grew up into
prodigies
most
casts
In
comofficially
likely that anyone who is
qualificas
re
wrong.
no
with
pattern
conventional
a
mitted to any political program to the
We've just been hearing about the
for leadership, Prof.
desire
tions
or
change
liberty
to
point where he is not at
‘1 lit) reported. Each of the fifty sub- y sung collegian in the University of Calhis mind as to the rightness or wrong
jects oi the survey rated intelligence quo- 'fornia at Los Angeles. He bought a
would
stem
o
governmental
ness of a
tients of 140 plus in 1924-25. Since then very expensive make of automobile, in
has
profit by what an American college
hie histories have been carefully four months he had paid out a big bill
their
to offer.
in repair expanses. That made him anobserved.
"It is hardly likely that anyone
Points in their favor wise: their edu- gry. He did this;
We
it
here.
handicapped would be benefitto
(hi the side of the beautiful car he
cational attainnients continued higher
it, not select nur scholarship recipients
than of their fellows Their physical painted the words: "This is the last
in that way."
ill and vigor was superior. -1The's "blank" car I will ever buy. In four
For the past ten years Williammonths it has cost me $300 in repairs."
tel a little higher in character tests.
admitted a German student anms.
iespite these facts, Prof. Witty told a Then he proceeded to drive it slowly
paying his board, room, and tuitioe,
,.ention 1 psychologists, "there ap- through the business district, and particing him an additional $400 for his ,sa•
os to be little evidence that creative ularly in front of the Blank agency. It
use.
!lige-nee is being developed or dis- was only a matter of hours before the
A statement from the Reich Ministr.
agency bought the car back from him and
..ed iii extrao,rd.nary degree."
of Education to the effect that all youw
tomes and schools that are too stan- took over all the repair bills!
• 555 •
German students going abroad would
.' lized are at fault, lie said.
• • • • •
given a special training in propagand,
Father Divine "likes to have college
was one of the factors in the decisIo.
Iamoter, N. IL-Recommendation of people visit him"- or so he told a reIi r. Bennett said.
survey o-ol,:rnitioe that Dart- porter from the Princeton paper who
"If the German authorities really feel
sith college fraternities dosolye their tried to get an interview from the son of
that it is important to spread their s
osal affiliations has met with diverse heaven in his New York sanctum sanepet in Williamstown," editorialized
torum.
. iii on the campus here.
Williams Record, student paper, "tht:.
raditional loyalts. at Dartmouth has
"But-" said the Father, "Too many
will at least have to pay the bill them
a Ay, bee-ii to the CollLge first and Ira- people come snooping around here and
selves."
lies second, student leaders point then go away and write up the wrong
declaring that it the fraternities be- things. Be sure you print the facts."
Bozeman, Mont.-Bridge players
loszal clubs, without national standThe Father seemed proud of the fact
look forward to being dealt a perfect
.... their oaten Ill relation to the cam- that just the night before, a delegation
have a long wait coming according ti J
had come from Smith college.
.- would remain almost unchanged.
J. Livers, instructor in mathematics at
• • •••
\ minority report stated that alumni
Montana State A and M College, who, s000rt would be withdrawn if national
All college professors now and then get
has calculated that the chances are 1 in
some gems in the answers to examina- were severed.
158,753,389,900 hands.
tion questions. But Professor William
From a standpoint of time, he estimChicago, Ills-An international lan- Beery of Ohio State, who teaches geolated that this would take 37,730 years oi guage for ram° use is a pressing need, ogy, makes a practice of saving his. A
steady dealing for 24 hours a day to pro- says E. H. Scott, head of the Senn Radio few examples, recently:
duce the perfect 13-trump hand. A 130- Laboratories here, and he proposes to du
"The Earth is round and is 25,000
honor hand in contract bridge has a 1 to something about it.
miles from one end to the other."
505 chance, and a 150-h.mor no trump
Believing that little can be done to
"The earth is 60,000,000 miles around
hand has odds of only 1 to 379.
bring world amity through the interna- and is composed of atmosphere, the
For confirmed bridge players, how- tionalism of the radio as long as a con- north and south poles and the equator."
ever, Livers leaves the encouragement fusion of tongues prevails, Scott propos"The Earth is thought to be flat at each
that the perfect hand might come tonight es the use of Ido, Esperanto, modernized end of the equator and the poles being 27
in the first deal.
Latin, or basic English as a medium.
miles shorter, the earth tends to bulge
• •• • •
"International hatreds and jealousies at the equator."
Pittsburgh, Pa.-Martha's the name in
never be solved through Geneva concase you are looking for one of the offieno:es alone," he declares. "The soluThe grounds keeper at the University
cers of students organizations at Penn
-I too wale-spread good-will among na- of Georgia took one look at the lawns
sylvania College for 1Vomen. Four girl11. can best be brought about by an in- the other day, sat down, shook his head
named Martha won out in the recent desntit leavened world language."
and had an inspiration. His poem aptwos of next year's campus lead.
viithetic tongues such as Ido and Es- peared in the college paper next day. It
Martha Netting. Martha Bright, Mai
is :mini won't" be of little value, in the read:
Jane Gerwig, and Martha Potter.
opinion of University of Chicago and
U. of Georgia's son or daughter,
* • • • •
'.thwestern authorities, who believe a
Do you love your alma mater,
Cambridge, Mass.-Harvard student,
ng language or a noslification of one
If so, it should be your duty
who sent a fake bomb to Gov. Curley id u..old have the hest chance uf success.
To protect her vernal beauty;
Massachusetts, and pinned a red flag,
• • • • •
Man or woman, youth or lass
complete with hammer and sickle, on the
Lawrence, Kan.-Clyde Tombaugh,
Please don't step upon the grass.
flagpole of the Supreme Court building who disceitered the planet Pluto as an
• • • • •
amateur asininomer six sears ago, will
A picture is worth a thousand words,
is gin star -gazing anew next month, this and the real article itself is worth a
time with the benefit of a college educa- thousand pictures, believes young Horace
tion.
Sainsbury, member of a speech class at
When he graduates from the Univer- the University of Washington.
,its of Kansas in June Tombaugh exThe class was to prepare speeches expects to return to the Lowell observatory plaining how various mechanical gadgets
‘N
Flag•taff. Arizona, where he made his worked. Horace was to explain a corn
,ensatiienal find in 1930.
popper. He did. He produced his elecTombaugh, who has spent his summer tric popper, plugged in the w i r e,
esicatiims while in school at the telescope, popped some corn, buttered it and served
isas IICSItallt to say that full-time work it to the class. They understood, perwould produce new discoveries,
fectly.
• •• • •
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FITTING

The Archer

82.50
We've been studying
anatomy again and
_tactful is the result-a
new form -fitting shirt
with bilateral seams
curved to fit the declivity of the back, then digtended over the seat and
curved in again. No
blousing in front. No
creeping up in back. In
whiteandfancy patterns.
Sanforised Shrunk.

;
1I?I?fr)fr. SHIRTS
" and TIES

Virg•ie's

A:tempt at maintenance of a 70-30 ratio
between fraternity and nom-fraternity
men is being made at Williams College.
Winnen are more severe in their judgment of character than men, psychologists believe.

•

Many Articles Listed
As Lost and Pound
Thu- kit in.lucks all articles reported
since the last list appeared in the Apra
16 issue of The Campus)
German reader,"Der Finch der Sclionbelt."
"Book of Short Stories," Cross.
Brown zipper billfold
Black cigarette lighter
Green compact
GLOVES:
Glove for right hand, pigskin (Filene's
on button); pr yellow silk gloves; pr.
wool gloves, brown, tan, orange and
green, large cuff; left-hand pigskin
glove; 1 dark brown kid (new); tan pigskins; 1 navy blue kid glove.

Col. Waite, '11 10
Be Marshal "or
Commencement

Bourcier To Collaborate
In Literature History

GLASSES:
Gold rimmed glasses in brown case;
Colonel Waite, an officer in the s
glasses in light blue case; gold rimmed army, has
had a varied and sa
glasses in black case.
career since his graduation. He w.,
HATS:
missioned a second lieutenant otMan's brown felt hat, 7 3-8; dark blue try in the auttunn following his ._.
felt hat; black suede turban; light blue tion and has seen active serylt,
felt hat.
since. His duties have carried
Light browii suede jacket-2 sets many parts of the country and al,:
zippers.
Europe and to Mexico and ti,..
Drawing desk key, No. R112F; key Zone. He served on the Genes..
case with keys-brown leather, slide Corps during the World War o
fastener.
ceived the Distinguished Service ;
Black wool mittens; yellow colored the French Croix de Guerre, and
leather covered mitten.
gian Croix de Guerre.
Small brown leather purse containing
Following the war, he went woi
about $6.50, compact, and lip stick.
cial mission to Armenia and la:,
Black purse with zipper; small brown came an instructor in
the' Is'
purse.
School. He received regular profs •
Slide rules.
during service to his present rank ..
Chi Omega pin; Tri Delta pin.
a graduate of the General Staff e
Blue cotton umbrella.
The Ecole Superieure de Cuero. I-,
Watch.
and the Army War College. i.
PENCILS and PENS:
Lieutenant Colonel Waite has is
Green and red Waterman; black announcement of his appointment
Waterman; green and black Moore, sistant Military Attache in Belg
ring at top; black Shaeffer; mottled France for which position he
black and white Shaeffer, gold band on early in the summer.
cap; black and white Mother of Pearl
The position of Marshall at IL C
pen; green pen and pencil-Morrisson; mencement Exercises is annuall.t
gray with red spots (pen); black Shaef- to some outstanding
member of it
,
fer; brown mixed Waterman; green and holding
its twenty-fifth reunion. Ihu .
brown mottled pen, clip on end; light his
undergraduate days Colonel Vt
green Waterman, small.
was very popular, holding mans cla,- ;
Black fountain pen cap.
flees and other campus positions aol
Gray and black tortoise pen; tan pen ing active in
athletics and literary st 1.
brown spots.
He is a member of Phi Gamma Is. .,
Fraternity.
FOUND ARTICLES

Mr. Claude L. Bourcier, of the department of Romance Languages spent his
spring recess in Cambridge doing research work at Harvard University.
Mr. Bourcier is engaged in a study of
the themes and means of expression of
Negro literature in Africa and America,
and has already written for the University of Paris a thesis on the Religious
Sentiment and the Foreign Element in the
Americas Negro Spirituals, which he
considered from both the musical and
literary point of view. His present researches are with a view to collaboration
on a Universal History of Literature.
which is to be published in France under
the supervision of Professor Fernand
Baldensperger.
This Universal History will be a survey of world literature from earliest
times up to the present. It is divided into three sections. The first, "metaphysical age," treating of the earlier religious
literature; the second, the "humanistic
age," studying mankind; and third, the
Articles which have been found
"dynamic age," in which literature at- and are now in the Registrar's
tempts to spread the feelings or doc- office:
trines of the writer,
WOMEN'S GLOVES:
1 pr. Light tan fabric gloves; 1 single
sion, is that its exact properties are not black fabric glove, left hand; 1 pr. black
yet known. University of Minnesota sci- kid gloves; 1 pr. brown and tan kid
entists are engaged in research in the at- gloves; 1 pr. brown kid gloves; 1 pr.
tempt to discover if benzedrine sulphate grey kid gloves; 1 single brown pigskin
is habit-forming or destructive to body glove, left hand; 1 single tan pigsksi
tissues, but meanwhile, their colleagues glove, left hand; 1 single brown kid
and students go right on taking it. One glove, right hand.
Minneapolis drug company reported the WOMEN'S
MITTENS:
sale of 1000 tablets within a week.
1 pr. orange, with blue and brown.
•••••
knitted gloves; 1 pr, dark brown, with
An effective antidote for the deadly orange and
yellow, knitted gloves; I pr.
carbon monoxide poisoning is the goal of light brown, with
orange at top, mittens;
Samuel Seifter, Ohio State student who 1 pr, dark brown,
with tan and white,
explained his experiments in a paper mittens; I single
green, with orange, mitread at the recent convention of the Am- ten; 1 single dark
blue with red, blue and
erican Chemical Society.
yellow, mitten.
Seater reported that 75 per cent of the
rats he poisoned with carbon monoxide OTHER Vs'OMEN'S APPAREL:
2 red and blue plaid scarfs; I tan Croin developing his antidote, recovered after injections of a solution of ferric chlo- chet Ascot scarf, with blue, green and
yellow; 1 tan and brown silk scarf; 1
ride and hydrogen peroxide.
black silk belt; 1 pr. white ear muffs; 1
• • • • •
In recognition of the high standards handkerchief with red border; 1 grey
maintained at the University of Wiscon- tweed zipper purse; I brown felt hat;
sin Maison Francaise, oldest organization I brown crepe hat; 1 brown crepe toque;
of its kind in the United States, the 1 brown velvet toque; 1 dark blue beret.
French government has authorized a gift MEN'S GLOVES:
to the house of 6300 francs ($415).
2 pr. unlined brown kid gloves; 5 pr.
Rene Weiller, French consul at Chi- lined brown kid gloves; I pr, black rubcago who was instrumental in obtaining ber gloves; I lined kid mitten; 1 light
the award declared the Wisconsin society brown glove, right hand; 1 dark brown
the best French-speaking group he had glove, right hand.
seen in his ten years in the United States.
MEN'S MITTENS:
• • • • •
1 pr, brown inittais; 1 pr. tan mittens.
Religious education ;, the last barrier

Professor F. Mclius Christiansen, di- between America and fascism or comrector of the fatuous St. Olaf Choir of munism, in the opinion of religious leadSt. Olaf College, Northfield. Minnesota, ers gathered for a symposium at the Unidoes not like to have his colleagues use versity of Chattanooga here. Jewish,
the term "extra-curricular activity" with Protestant and Catholic representatives
reference to his choir.
were unanimous in declaring church
"An extra-curricular activity is what a training for the young of paramount imA ticket headed ho U. S. Senator Les
ter Dickinom and Representative James professor calls anything that does not portance.
Equally important, in the opinion of
W. Wadsworth was named at a New pertain to his own subject," smiled the
director. "Anything that develops stu- representative clergymen, is the progresYork student G. O. P. convention.
Ad in The Miimesota Daily -Wanted dents, increases their knowledge and cul- sive trend in the churches. Social anti
tural appreciation is certainb not out •ale economic, as well as religious, problems,
3 trio ti, 2 who like onions, 1 without."
the college curricula."
must be considered, they say.
Ad in The Daily Prince Ionian :
• • • • •
the Gentleman who wrapped his girl :n
Black coffee or caffein tablets, amAnd
speaking
of sudden death, Profes"fie of the Colonial Club curtains please
monia cakes, cigarettes, cold showers sor L. A.(lousing of Northwestern Unireturn it?"
and the other common devices used bs versity is making interesting studies of
ssimp-c.,11i, cling is passe, dull, minter- students in the throes of exam periods
carbon monoxide poisoning in automo.sone. & cording to CCNY students, who
are no longer countenanced by University biles. He stopped 200 cars at randoni on
pr. fo r lancing and basketball as hobbies.
of Minnesota students and faculty mem- the highways and discovered one out of
A tric-risg calendar covering eighteen
bers. Instead, they wave the banner for 20 had a dangerous concentration of the
ceilturfe: has been discovered in North- benzedrine sulphate tablets.
gas in the air breathed by the driver. He
ern Arizona.
Although members of the pharmocol- said the gas will Cause drowsiness and
"iipp'.rt ..1 2,250,000 young men and ogv department and doctors of the stu- sleepiness and will slow down reactions,
,17:t 11 is clamied for the "American
dent health department advised against although the driver will never be aware
Youth Act."
of his conditnin.
the use of the new "anti-fatigue" pillsHarvard has received Rockefeller they were put on the market only is few
Feuedation grants totalling $37,881 for months ago-the rush continued unWhen Dean of Men Scott H. Good-.cm-economic research.
abated.
night attempted to improve a behavior
"Student Americaneers" at Ohio State
Chief objection to the drug, which code upon University of Wisconsin stu
have attacked the university as "commun users claim will prevent fatigue for about dents recently, he met with stubborn resix hours without any resultant depres-

Holy
Ba
Bi

Lieutenant Colonel Sumner
formerly of Portland, now h.
Fort Sam Houston, Texas, and
her of the class of 1911 of the
sity of Maine, has been appoint. :
position of Marshal for Alumni I,.
the University. Commencement Jin.
announced by Prof. Harry D.
chairman of the Commencement
mince.

•

Miss Miami:Pe Liminct.i.
Who wi': be in charge of the music
course at the Summer Session

Cn

Member of 25th:Re0111011
Class Has Received
Many Honors

Fitch Places First In
Comprehensive Exam
The following are the highest to,
senior English majors ranked up. s „.
combined average of the student,'
ing in the several branches of the
_
comprehensive examination; the to
examination in the mechanics of ors::
the critical essay, the written exatiin;
in literature, and the oral examinat
the student's special and general
1. D. Max Fitch, Comparative ..
ture; 2. Ruth C. Hinkley, English I.
ature; 3. Phyllis D. De-Cormier,
Literature, Ruth E. Goodwin, jk
ism; 5. Claire C. Saunders, Engloil s
ature; 6. Elizabeth A. Gifford, Jo.
ism; 7. James 0. Day, English I. •.,
lure; 8. Margaret G. Sewall,
Literature; 9. Ralph P. Higgins, .1
nalism; 10. Eleanor 'Merriman,
ism; II. Bernice 1. Yeomans, Jii•
ism; 12. Helen L. Buker, English' I t
ature.
Seven highest ranking seniors
several examinations were:
Mechanics of Composition: I. N1
2. Hinkley, 3, Gifford, 4. DeCoini .;
Goodwin, h. Carroll, 7. Hall.
Critical Essay: 1, Fitch, 2. Si o. .
Hinkley, 4. Higgins, 5. Gifford, 6. M
man, 7. Mullen,
Written Literature: I. C. Sams!. •
Goodwin, 3, DeCormier, 3. Fitch,
mans, 6. Day, 7. E. Saunders.
Oral: I. Fitch, 2. Buker, 3. 1),1
ier, 4. Higgins, 5, Hinkley,6. C. Sat: •:
7. Goodwin.

OTHER MEN'S APPAREL:
1 white dress suit vest; 1 white jockey
cap; 1 white and blue freshman toque;
1 blue and white freshman toque; I red
and black toque.
Notice
1 Terraplane Hub Cap; 1 wooden slide
On Friday evening. May 22
rule in black case; 1 protractor; 2 Tri6:45 o'clock, in room 21, St.
angles; 2 black glasses' cases; I green
North, there will be given a Fr
letter opener; 1 bar pin nickel with red;
reading test for the last time
2 Rosaries, one with black and one with
semester. The next test toll.
white beads; 1 small gold chain with silgiveis in September diving FP,
ver pendant; 1 large brown coat button;
man week. Students are rerun
1 pocket book mirror; 1 pearl handled
that all students in the .;rt.
knife; 1 green handled knife; I oblong
kg,' are required before
compact; 1 ''Universatatis Prirre.onlion to hal il reading test in <
isnis" pm; 3 rings; 2 skull and crossbone
language.
pins; 1 Life Saving Service Pin (ARC);
1 "011endorif" nickel wrist watch; I
watch crystal; 1 small two ring key case
with one key; 1 hunch of 7 keys with
Warning note: Editors at ION;
Shell tag; 3 single keys.
College have figured that it costs
PENS:
dent just one dollar every time 111
1 black Shaeffer Pen; 1 Moore Green class.
Mottled pen; 1 Waterman, grey and
brown mottled pen; 1 Avon brown motMilitar)
tled pen; 1 Gold Crown light mottled tric Review Monthly; I
Servte,
T.
Standard
C.
Manual;
1
pen; 1 black top for pen; I blue top for
metics, Grade 6; 1 Introductort
Pen.
cal Chemistry; I Ideal Pock'
BOOKS:
art I French Plays for Fi,i•
I "Gydral" small blue tote book ; I Hebel's Agnes Bernatier II. ;el
bound copy Vol. 26,1923-General Eke- No. 1 "War Tomorrow.-
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Crusaders Loom As Team To Beat n New Englands Saturday
Holy Cross Offers Well
Balanced Line-up for
Big Providence Classic
•

Decimals Get Curtis Frosh Sweep Slate
In Athletic Puzzle With Aroostook Win
Bill Saltzman

itor' at hot
that it envery time 1

Turning back the combined teams of
Caribou, Ricker. Aroostook Central InIt started off as a casual conversation
stitute, and Presque Isle track teams, 791/,
with Ted Curtis but soon developed into
to 37L, in a meet on Alumni Field, the
a mathematical maze Out compelled the Maine Freshmen closed another undeMaine Hopes for Points
eminent Mr. Curtis to add and divide feated season.
Hammer,
Javelin,
In
probably the longest set of figures since
'The Freshmen swept two events and
Jumps, and Dashes
his grammar school days, forced the all- took all but two first places. Ed Byer, of
around Johnny Higgins to dig into back Bangor, and Hal Dyer, of Portland, tied
•. conceding first place to Holy
files, and caused Alice. Wally's secretary, for high scoring honors with a total of
Triangular Meet Proves
University of Maine sets out
•
to calculate tine number of intramural 10 points each.
i•-hie for the New England IntercollegiEasy for Pale Blue
baseball players in the University. At
Summary
• Tra.•k Meet at Providence with every
At Portland
any rate. when all the intricate mathe100 yard dash--Won by Byer (M);
1„.,..:‘,•1:1,- of closing its season by finishmatical processes were completed, it was second, Fay (M); third. R. Higgins (M).
v.the leaders in this annual clash
Accounting for 10 first places and scorrevealed by Mr. Curtis that 45.45454545- Time, 11 2-5 sec.
oi New England's best.
ing in all hut one of the fifteen events,
4545454545 per cent of the male students
One mile run—Won by Sawyer (M);
Holy Cross, presenting a well balanced, Coach Jenkins' State Champion Track
at the University of Maine participate in second, Gagne (Caribou); third, Merrill
team
sporting
dominated the triangular meet
many potential
powerful team
spring intercollegiate sports. With the (Ricker inst.). Time, 4 min. 53 sec.
440 yard dash—Won by F. Higgins
winners, is a heavy favorite. The meet against the University of New Hampshire
addition of intramural competitors, the (M); second, Weaver (Presque Isle) ;
Ken Pruett knocking out a two-base hit that drove
in
Maine's
only
and
Bates
by
at
won
rule,
the
the
team
can
that
Portland Stadium Satis, as a
percentage reaches 631. (It was too much third, Edwards (M). Time, 55 4-5 sec.
two runs in the Colby game last Wednesday
send in three or four individual winners, urday to win a decisive victory, posting
work to get the other numbers right of
220 yard low hurdles—Won by McKenplus a few seconds and thirds to fill in. 70 points to the Wildcats' 39, and the
the decimal point.) And what's more, zie (M); second, McNeil (Caribou);
Garnet's
third McLaughlin (Caribou). Time,
26.
The Crii,aders have just such an outfit.
Last Friday. Bates, whom Maine had these figures represent a minimum.
29A sec.
Led by Bates, Graham, Gallogly, O'ConJohnny Gowen, former South Portland
defeated previously, chalked up a 10-9 5j.
It all happened when Mr. Curtis said
220 yard dash—Won by Byer (M);
nor. Murphy. Malloy, and Scanlon, the star, was high scorer of the meet, annextory over the Pale Blue. A wild throw that he thought that at least one third of second, R. Higgins (M); third, Hall
Worcester lads will be hard to beat.
ing individual honors with 15 points by
by Woodbury in the ninth inning allowed the male student body took part in inter- (Ricker inst.). Time, 32:'i sec.
By Bill Saltzman
80 yard run—Won by Hart (M); sec( )f Maine's entries, only Al Bell, jave- virtue of wins in both hurdles and the
The college baseball season is nearly pinch runner Greenwood to score, after collegiate sports. Feeling that he ought ond. McCann (Caribou); third, Snow
Maine
:ei, 7“..1Cr, is given a better than an out- broad jump.
had
counter' five times in its half to be more exact in order to satisfy tech- (Caribou). Time, 2 min. 9 sec.
over. Wednesday afternoon, the Univeriiance of winning. Under favorable
High jump--Tie for first, McCarthy
sity of Maine entertained the diamond of the stanza to tie up the game. Kilgour nology students and mathematical majors,
Running Events
(, •
the Bruin ace should pass the
and Greene performed the twirling duties he. with the assistance of his aide, John (M) and :McNamee (Ricker Inst.) and
yard
120
hurdles won by : Gowell, men of Bates. On May 23, the Maine team
a tie for third, by Drew (M) and Arm2111 :oot mark. In the last two meets, Maine; 2nd,
Evans, N. H.; 3rd, Catlin, travels to Colby to do battle with the for Maine while Briggs pitched for Bates. Higgins, immediately began to attack strong (Caribou). Height 5 ft. 11 ins.
!,i0
) \kinds and slippery runs have pre- Bates. Time, 16 seconds.
this
problem.
champion Mules. Two home contests
Discus—Won by Dyer (M); second.
100 yard dash won by: Murray,
tell from doing his best.
with Bowdoin and Colby on May 27 and • The Bowdon' Polar Bears avenged
Varsity track records showed that 45 Ryder (Ricker Inst.); third. McNamee
e
of Holy Cross, Maine undoubttheir overwhelming defeat of a week ago candidates practice every day. Frush (Ricker Inst.). Distance, 118 ft. 5!,, ins.
Bates. Time, 14)
1'
1;
r
ct 30, respectively, complete the year.
Javelin—Won by [Inbar (Ricker Inst.) ;
a, the smoothest performing duo of
by trimming the Maine team, 5-3, last track boasts of 50 daily workers. The
• • • • * •
Mile run won by: Chertok N. li.;
second. Smith (M); third, Ryder (Ric- in New England. Murray and 2nd. Hoyt, N. H.; 3rd, Clifford, Maine. The
Bear nine had rather tough luck Saturday at Brunswick. Bowdoin bunched varsity baseball squad numbers 30 mem- ker Inst.). Distance. 148 ft.
. yet to be beaten this year. and Time, 4 minutes, 44 seconds.
Shot put--Won by Dyer (M); second,
last week, losing three successive games three of their six hits behind a pair of bers, while the yearling baseball team has
440 yard run won by: Quinn. N. H.;
an even chance of finishing in
passes in the eighth canto to provide for 55 hopefuls on its roster. It is in spring Perry (M ); third, Ryder (Ricker Inst.).
to
Colby,
Bates.
and
Bowdoin.
2nd, Hurwitz, Maine; 3rd, Downs, N. H.
In the
Distance, 46 ft. 3 ins.
Saturday. Scanlon, of Holy Time,
Colby contest of May 13, Art Hannigan, its margin of victory. Reidman, pitching football that the crowd appears. Seven50:•; seconds.
l'ole vault—Tie for first, Nason (M)
.
conceded a first in the century,
for Maine, allowed only two hits in six ty-five men have reported to Coach Fred and 1.conard (M); third. McNamee
I wo mile run won by: Hunnewell, pitching four hit ball. and Charlie
Geer .
.
•.I c"nsistent 10 flat work, but the Maine; 2nd, Plummer, N. H.; 3rd, Tubbs, socking
three hits that included a triple Innings, hut wavered in the eighth after Brice. Dr. Small's tennis squad lists 50 (Ricker Inst.). Height, 10 ft. 6 ins.
Time, 9 minutes, 58.i seconds.
I..i"r the remaining three places will Bates.
Broad jump--Won by McCarthy (M);
and home run, teamed up to defeat Bill striking out Davidson, to walk Rutherford men and the golf club has .35 candidates
220
yard
hurdles
won
by:
Gowell.
second, McNamee (Ricker Inst.) ; third,
'•• • .,••••n Janiak, of Holy Cross, Murand Buss Shaw and allow Bill Shaw and signed up.
Maine; 2nd, Catlin, Bates; 3rd, Evans, Kenyon's outfit, 8-2.
Armstrong (Caribou). Distance. 20 ft.
!tuff, of Maine, and Hicks and N. H. Time, 25!..i seconds.
Birkett to drive in two runs.
All these figures, stated Mr. Curtis, 8 ins.
• Boston University. Again
880 yard run won by: Quinn, N. H.; , The prize remark
Hammer—Won by Smith (M); secof the season occurred
represent a minimum. All are considered
ond. Marston (M); third, Dyer (M).
Bolivar is favored, with the 2nd. Danielson. Bates: 3rd, Chertok, N. at this Colby game.
Although
the
Frosh
!Maxim,
have
third
lost to M.C.I. on the status of daily practice sessions. Distance, PA) ft 144 ins
baseH. Time. 2 minutes .4.'S second.
it out for the other places.
220 yard dash won by: Murray, Maine; • man for the Roundy men, started exhort- and Kents Hill, the yearling pitching staff There are at least 150 track candidates
• .-'her events in which Maine has 2nd, Huff, Maine; 3rd, Whitcomb, Bates.,ing his teammates
is the most promising in years. In Paul who practice spasmodically. Inc order to
to pile up the runs.
Professor Wallace requests that
•
,lance of scoring are the ham- Time, 221 :4 seconds.
"Yeah," remarked some wag, "one more Browne, Ken Clark, Eric Kelly, 11111 Hall, bring the total more exact, 100 ot these all men who have lockers in the
•t mile, broad jump, pole vault,
run and you'll have the same score that and Art Chick, the freshmen have a very men are included in the list of partici- Memorial Gym, remove locks from
Field Events
capable twirling corps.
Pole vault won by: Hardison. Maine; Colby made in the state track meet."
them and clean the lockers out bepants.
•
first two places in the ham- 2nd. Meagher and Cooke, both of Bates. '
fore
June 1.
Adding these numbers, the grand total
Rhode Island's pair of top- tied. height. 11 ft. 6 ins
of
444)
is
High jump won by: Ireland and Sinai
attained.
The
University
lists
, Rowe and Folwartshny, Frame
Bell Is Named President
Outing Club Plans Trip
Maine (tie); 3rd Ranchynoski, N. H.
in its male enrollment, 202 seniors, 212
'••t- a third in this event. Johnny Height. 5 ft. 9.14
•
In Intramural Elections
ins.
Up Katandin in June juniors, 281 sophomores, and 273 freshvirtue of a 22 foot leap last
Broad jump won by: Gowell, Maine;
men, making a total ot 908 male students.
The officers of the Intramural Athletic
. •-erved notice that he will be a 2nd. Ireland, Maine; 3rd, }lute, N. II.
1 The 'Maine Outing Club's annual trip Placing 440 and 968 in their proper ratio,
GILWILATION
•
Association for 1936-37 were announce
,omender for second in the broad , Distance. 22 ft. 1.3./t ins.
Discus throw won by: Kishom Bates;
jut) Mt. Katandin will take place after the percentage of male students partici1,,hind Johnson, of M.I.T.
CARDS
2nd. Clark. Bates; 3rd, Frame, Maine. Wednesday by Harold Woodbury, present
Commencement this year. from June 9 to pating in intercollegiate sport is calculatWa:•!•+ Ilardison. Maine's sophomore Distance. 150 ft. 81 ins.
Your Friends
'10
bead of the organization, as follows:
4
all, r. improving daily and showing that + Ilamtrn'r throw won by:
12. Robert Ohler will be inn charge of ed as 45.454545454545. (Mathematical
You Will Find a Large
_
s on, Bates; 3rd,„President, Alton Bell; Vice President, the trip. All those wishing to go should majors cans skip the above paragraph.)
no fear of favorites, may give Mc- '
In order to find out the percentage of
Johns Bessom; Treasurer, Philip Peter- get in touch with
Assortment at
+.f Brown, a rub in his specialty. N. H. Distance, 153 ft. l? ins.
Ohler
at
Larnixla Chi
Shot put won by: Johnson, Maine;
ii went up to 12 feet indoors, andl 2nd. Ireland. Maine; 3rd, Cook, Bates. son; Secretary, Lincoln Fish.
or with Audrey Bishop at Balentine Hall all students, both intramural and intercollegiate, participating in spurts, Wally's
,
le. has yet to reach that height out- Distance. 40 ft. 21; ins.
before June 5.
secretary revealed that 177 students, most
Javelin throw won by: Bell. Maine;
Hardware and Variety
•
proved his competitive worth by
Election of New Officers
Phi Kappa Sigma recently won the of whom do not take part in intercollegi31-37 Mill St., Orono
r!•+w:,:iar the veteran Meagher, of Bates.' 2nd, Kimball. N. H.; 3rd. Connell, Bates.
Held
by
Aggie
Club Tues. Intramural
Distance, 187 ft. 2?-1 ins.
• •,,,• (iecasions.
Bowling League with S.A.E. ate play, are enrolled in soft ball. This
•
•
brings the percentage to 63.7.
4 'hi': a good day and
Summary of Points
a decent take off
The Agricultural Club held its annual and Phi Mu Delta tied for second place.
Phi
Kappa
Sigma,
Ren II, land should figure prominently in
Mr. Curtis explained the unusual numthe dark horse of the
election of officers on Tuesday evening.
• •• ha:11 jump. Ireland, always at his
The following officers were elected: league, copped the championship with a ber of students in athletics as due to the
•
under pressure, has an excellent
president, George Findlen; vice president, whirlwind finish on tine last night of the fine facilities at Maine such as the Me"6' .3, Norman Ness; secretary, Arland Meade; tournament.
a::. e for a second place, provided he
morial Gym, the armory, and the new
Tine league was close and exciting tennis courts. Also, the fact that Maine
the six foot mark. Sandler, of
L.;
treasurer, Richard Gerry; executive comthroughout. with Tau Epsilon Phi lead- (the University) is situated in a small
a.tern, is favored to win the event, 120-yd. Hurdles
ORONO
5 3 mittee, Walton Grundy, Francis Jones, ing
1
most of the way, only to falter badly town rather than a large city with all its
at: erratic performer.
I.ast year, af- 100-yd. Dash
Thurs., May 21
8
1
0 Lester Smith.
in tine last matches.
attractions may be one of the causes..
!-:: conceded a win, he dropped out :One Mile Run
0
1
8
last showing today
It was voted to award a fifty dollar
0
3
6
•••+I eleven inches. The one other , 440- d. Dash
MESSAGE TO
"A
scholarship
to
deserving
sonic
agriculTw: Mile Run
1
5
3
Patronize Our Advertisers
tin Ireland may have trouble
Patronize Our Advertisers
with 220-yd. Hurdles
GARCIA"
3
5
1 tural student, the award to be made by a
•r, of Springfield.
and
880-yd. Run
3
0
6 special faculty committee. Plans were
••• of Cliff \,•'eysey, Colby runner, 220-yd. Dash
0
8
1 made for a club field day to be held Mon"Mollie Moo Cow"
4
5
0
o,ins to be no one to stop Bill Pole Vault
0
8
1 day, the group to leave tine campus at
Fri., May 22
,•aell from repeating his second Running High Jump
Running Broad Jump
0
8
1 five o'clock.
"EVERY SATURDAY
;•, tormance of last year in the Throwing Discus
8
1
0
NIGHT"
The slim Skowhegan runner I Throwing 16 lb. Hammer 3
5
I Compass Awarded by Xi
Breezy, snappy entertainment
1
3
5
it his heels to the best of them Putting 16 lb. Shot
Sigma to Robert Ohler
1
5
3
and should gather three points. Javelin Throw
Sat., May 23
0 39
' Totals
26
Robert Ohlei recently received the forrnay pick up a couple of points
We invite you to patronize our dining room. We know you
Another big double feature bill
o•stry award presented annually to the
• , ':Indies, but the possibility
will find our old fashioned New England cooking delicious and
for 25*
is a'John Getchell Is Avvarded
highest ranking junior forester in the
The high hurdle field seems a
satisfying.
"O'MALLEY OF THE
Proctorship at Syracuse' University. The award is based on the
a.sy for Gowell. Maine hurdler.'
Special Rates to U. of M. Students
MOUNTED"
W •• , „
•
student's record for the past three years.
1 iakanson, Henderson, and
widi George O'Brien and
John S. Getchell. Senior and major in 11t is presented by Xi
BREAKFAST
LUNCHEON
DINNER
Sigma Pi, national
:inning, .Maine can hope for no + zoology. I
Irene Ware
630 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
proctorship honorary Forestry fraternity.
oas been awarded a Prtorship
12:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
iourth.
co-feature
at
Syracuse
racuse
The
lcork
University, Syracuse. New
.35-.70
.60
$1.00
75
-$1.25
The award was a forester's compass
the expected place winners
"PADDY O'DAY"
position,
includes
board,
which
agli, and the other entries
such as is used in field work. It is finwith
Pick • room, and tuition at the University, was
ished in a dark green crackle finish. The
'Ira points. :Maine will certainJane Withers, Pinky Tomlin and
awarded on the basis of scholarship
, running. Coach Jenkins, alstudent's name and Xi Sigma Pi are enFrancis Ford
,. eative. picks his team to tin- character, and physical fitness. The proc- graved in gold on the cover.
Fun for everybody—full of laughs
torship
consists
acting
councillor
of
as
to
. tie first four. He is banking '
Mon.. May 25
ii •istent performances of his men undergraduate students. Proctors arc al"THE GARDEN MURDER
• winner a run for his money. lowed to pursue graduate work, and
CASE"
. • , t approximately eighteen men Getcliell intends to specialize in the field
:bacteriology.
with
the trip, leaving the campus of
Nt the University, Getchell has been
Edmund Lowe and Virginia Brute
Trials will be run Friday.
OF LAW
This picture will hold your attenn,eet concludes the *rack season for active in track affairs, and made the rifle
'team both his freshman and sophomore
New York
tion throughout because of the
.
• •
two outstanding men who years.
mystifying plot
to the Nal!.,nals the followCase System
Tues., May 26
Patronize Our Advertisers
Three-Year Day Course
Here at Ereese's you'll find the newest clothes for campus wear...
EXTRA SPECIAL—FIRST
Four-Year Evening Course
SHOWING IN THIS PART
the type that you still find worn on the campuses of all smart colCo-educational
OF MAINE

; I Millar% •
(lard Scrvict \ •
•oductory 1'
al Pocket
n for Fran
ler; Ileadltr•

V Residential Summer School
«o-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old Country French staff.
Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate, Advanced. Certificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sightseeing, sports, etc.
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DENTISTRY
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New College Shop

leges. Our prices are unusually twxlerate in smart jackets, the
newest suits. sportswear. and topcoats. Drop in today and let us
show you what a really large and complete assortment there is at
Freese's Men's Shop&

Morning, Early Afte-noon,
and Evening Classes
For

furtlier information address

Charles P. Davis, Registrar
233 Broadway, New York

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS

"RHODES"
The Empire Builder
with
Walter Huston
A Gaumont-British production
OUTSTANDING—Don't miss it.
This will be the last Foreign
production for this season
Wed, and Thurs.. May 27-28
Al Jolson and all star cast in

"THE SINGING KID"
You'll like it

TIE MAINE CAMPUS
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Two Radio Entertoinmenls
a Week
WEDNESDAY.
P U 1 D. T
LILY PONS
with Kostalanotx Conc.'
, <>chiming end Chorus
FRIDAY, 10 P M. IE. D. T)
KOSTELANETZ IS PIECE DANCE ORCHESTRA
with Kay Thompson and Roy Phsattager,
end Mai Rhythm Smilers
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